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A b s t r ac t
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has overwhelmed the healthcare system across the globe. The highly contagious nature of
the disease, enormous caseload, and acute hypoxemic respiratory failure associated with the disease has led to a surge in demand for intensive
care unit (ICU) beds. As in our country, intensive care facilities are already limited and unevenly distributed, the challenges of providing care to
the critically ill are manifold. Furthermore, despite intense research, there is currently no effective treatment against the COVID-19 infection. The
ICU mortality rate of COVID-19 is twice compared to other viral pneumonia. Apart from disrupting the physical health, COVID-19 infection has
mental health ramifications for ICU patients, such as, depression, insomnia, post-intensive care syndrome. Additionally, the frontline healthcare
workers of ICU are at risk of adverse physical and mental consequences directly as the result of providing care to patients. To maintain a sustainable
workforce there is an urgent need for the implementation of strategies aimed to reduce the burden of health consequences.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n
The current coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic caused
by SARS-CoV-2 virus was first reported from China in December 2019
and started spreading throughout the globe like the Spanish flu
of 1918. The World Health Organization (WHO) declared the novel
coronavirus outbreak (COVID-19) as pandemic on March 11, 2020.
In response to this, Lok Nayak Jai Prakash Hospital was declared a
dedicated COVID-19 hospital on March 17, 2020. As initial studies
from China reported a high incidence of acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS) (17–29%) and critical illness (23–32%) among
hospitalized patients, preparation for an expected increase in
demand for critical care services were started.1–3 Elective surgical
operations were postponed and the non-COVID-19 patients
admitted in intensive care unit (ICU) and wards were shifted to other
healthcare facilities, so that resources are available for an expected
influx of critically ill COVID-19 patients with respiratory failure. The
clinical and resource interface between anesthesia and critical care
made anesthesiologists frontline warriors against the pandemic,
who usually are known to work silently behind the screens in
operation theaters. As an intensivist, major challenges encountered
including a surge in demand for ICU beds, clinical management of
critically ill COVID-19, and risk of infection transmission to healthcare
workers (HCWs).

Surge for ICU Beds
The ongoing pandemic of coronavirus 19 (COVID-19) has put forth
an unprecedented demand for ICU services. Globally, more than
one-third of patients with confirmed COVID-19 infection were
reported to be requiring ICU admission.4 The highly contagious
nature of the virus, substantial caseload, and predominant
respiratory involvement in the disease process leading to a high
proportion of patients requiring respiratory support have been
the attributable factors for the surge in ICU requirement. These
have necessitated a rapid expansion of ICU infrastructure and
staffing; with many hospital wards, outpatient departments, and
operation rooms being converted to ICUs and non-ICU staff being
deployed for ICU services. For low- and middle-income countries
with a low limited number of ICU beds, mechanical ventilators,
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skilled professionals have further intensified the healthcare delivery
challenges.

ICU Patients
The COVID-19 patients with the most severe form as seen in ICU
are frequently elderly and with comorbidities. A recent metaanalysis found that in-ICU mortality due to COVID-19 is twice that
of other viral pneumonia (pooled ICU mortality of 41.6 vs 22%).
This mortality has been broadly found to be consistent across the
globe. 5 This may be accounted by more severe cases of COVID19 infection being admitted to ICU, resource constraint due to
pandemic leading to difficulty in providing reliable services and
to disease process itself.
The treatment of ICU-19 patients with severe disease is
challenging as no specific drug is available against the COVID-19
virus. Currently, drugs that either target the intracellular replication
and spread of the virus or the cytokine storm inflammation seen in
COVID-19 cases during the later stages of the disease are being used
for therapy. None of the antiviral drugs have proven efficacy against
COVID-19. Antiviral drugs, such as, remdesivir, hydroxychloroquine,
and the popular convalescent plasma therapy, have not found to
significantly affect clinical outcomes in severe or life-threatening
COVID-19 infection.6,7 The only drug shown to be beneficial in
severe cases is anti-inflammatory agent dexamethasone. Horby
et al. in a trial on 2104 patients found dexamethasone reduced
28-day mortality among those receiving mechanical ventilation or
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oxygen. The benefit of dexamethasone was not observed among
patients not receiving respiratory support.8
As most ICU patients are elderly with comorbidities and the
length of time for recovery in ICU survivors on average has been
observed to be around 2 to 3 weeks; these patients are at major
risk of malnutrition. We particularly faced that many of these
patients even before ICU admission had reduced oral intake
which harbingered electrolyte and acid-base abnormalities,
derangement in kidney functions, and blood sugar abnormalities.
Many patients continued to have reduced food intake because of
several factors, such as, anorexia, dyspnea, dysgeusia, psychological
stress of physical and social isolation, and organizational problems
limiting attendance at meals. Severe respiratory infection induced
inflammatory syndrome, hypercatabolism, increased energy
expenditure in ventilated patients, rand physical immobilization
exposing patients to rapid muscle wasting are additional factors
for development of malnutrition.9 Hence, nutrition is an important
element of ICU care and early nutritional care must be integrated
in overall therapeutic strategy.

Psychological Issues in ICU Patients
Along with the brunt of the disease, patients of COVID-19 experience
several psychological stressors, such as, difficulty in gaining ICU
admission, social and physical isolation, and witnessing the deaths
of other patients. The highly contagious nature of COVID-19 has
stripped ICU patients of facilities that help them feel emotionally
strong. The visit of family members is not allowed, there is less
staff coming in and attending, healthcare staffs coming in contact
with them are equipped with personal protective equipments
(PPEs) rendering them “faceless”, there is constant noise and
beeps of monitors and ventilators; all of these factors make them
psychologically vulnerable. Agitation, altered consciousness, and
delirium have been commonly observed in COVID-19 ICU patients.10
Even after their recovery, these ICU patients may face the second
battle of experiencing “post-intensive care syndrome” (PICS) which
manifests as a combination impairment of mental, physical, and
cognitive health.11
Sahoo et al. reported narrative experience of ICU survivors
depicting the mental agony they went through upon being
admitted in ICU. These patients had predominant theme of fear of
being intubated, dying alone or being away from family, feeling
insecure about their families if they die.12 Similar to their report,
the most common concerns that we have received from our ICU
patients is that “What will happen to my wife and children after
me, I am not afraid of death”? and “Will I be able to see my family
again?”. We observed that ICU survivor patients on an average takes
2 or more weeks for recovery. This long period of isolation and loss
of human touch frequently makes them emotionally vulnerable.
Therefore, providing psychological support to COVID-19
patients admitted in ICU should be an integral part of ICU
management protocols. Healthcare workers should endeavor
to encourage and motivate these patients. Virtual methods of
communication can be used to connect them to their families. To
decrease delirium, sedation in these patients should be minimized,
daily sunlight exposure should be ensured, and circadian rhythm
should be tried to normalize.

Impact on Frontline Intensivists
Anesthesiologists and particularly intensivists are at high risk of
exposure due to their working environments and exposure to
sicker patient groups. Patients with severe COVID-19 requiring

ICU admission have relatively higher respiratory viral shedding.
Intensivists spend prolonged periods of time indoor and as the
patient in ICU are critical, they need constant attention and care.
Furthermore, as the majority of procedures carried out in ICU
patients are aerosol generating, there is high risk of infection
to HCWs. These include endotracheal intubation, nebulization,
suctioning, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, tracheostomy, and
bronchoscopy. However, it is reassuring that studies from many
countries have reported low infection rate among critical care
health workers and an analysis of 106 staff deaths from United
Kingdom (UK) found that none were anesthetists, intensive care
doctors, or nurses.13 It has been suggested those working in ICU
and requiring to be close to the airway of critically ill patients may
have systematically prepared at protecting themselves against
nosocomial infection. Therefore, it is a worthy consideration that
meticulous adherence to infection control measures will benefit
HCWs working outside the ICU.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had an enormous psychological
impact on intensivists. A recent survey reported an overall
prevalence of 52% of burnout in ICU physicians. Factors
independently associated with symptoms of anxiety, depression,
and burnout were female gender, age, clinician’s rating about
ethical climate at the workplace, working in a university-affiliated
hospital, and living in a city with >1 million inhabitants. The
COVID-19 ICU experience compared to general non-COVID-19 have
significantly found to be emotionally more challenging and have
reported to cause significant more intrateam and family conflicts.14
During the pandemic, for patients lacking decision-making
capacity, tough decisions had to be made without relatives.
Intensive care unit clinicians with symptoms of anxiety, depression,
and burnout also reported more frequent smoking or taking
sleeping pills. National responses to pandemic including lockdown
and fear of infection transmission to family members have also
worsen the psychological stress of frontline workers.
Difficulties in involving the relatives, the perception of
inappropriate care, and suboptimal decision-making have led to
moral distress and may be the root cause of clinician burnout.

C o n c lu s i o n
The COVID-19 pandemic has created an extraordinary demand
for critical care services. As there is no definitive treatment for
this disease, the treatment of critically ill patients mainly remains
supportive. Taking into account the mental health of admitted
patients is of paramount importance as they can continue to affect
the quality of life even after ICU survival. The protection of HCWs is
also an important consideration to maintain a sustainable workforce
against the battle with a pandemic.
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